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Puerto Rico’s Circular and Cumulative Path:
From Lock-in to Open-Ended Economic Development
Por Diego P. Iribarren

Abstract
Gunnar Myrdal’s Circular and Cumulative Causation (CCC) frame is
used to shed light on the nature of Puerto Rico’s recent economic
performance. The main features of the CCC framework are applied to
examine both Puerto Rico’s performance as a regional economy of the
US and the internal dynamics of its current cycle. A theoretical discussion
is presented to argue that the economy has entered an open-ended
economic development phase that, by default, is destroying the Island’s

previous economic order. Statistical evidence is examined in light of the
structural changes that continue to unfold including labor dynamics not
seen until recently, i.e. hysteresis in unemployment. A simple theoretical
model is presented to argue that the Island’s emerging economic
landscape will likely be populated by a growing number of mostly small
and medium enterprises making use of capital intensive business models.
Some policy implications are presented at the end.

I. Introduction
Several facts regarding Puerto Rico’s economy have, by now, emerged
as uncontested truths amongst economists and policy-makers. First,
the Island’s economy has had historical links to the U.S. that effectively
made it a regional economy of the US albeit significant gaps in income
per capita, labor participation, employment growth, amongst others, have
persisted for decades. Second, PR’s business cycle has lost synchronicity with that of the US, particularly over the last 15 years (see the graph
on cointegration on page 2). Third, the Island’s long endemic migration
problem—of people leaving, mostly for the US, in search of work—deep-

ened the economic meltdown over the last decade as aggregate demand
continued to contract. Fourth, until very recently, the local government
had a relatively direct access to US capital markets. Fifth, economic
growth over the last 25 years was driven primarily by federal transfer
payments that supported construction investment and consumption;
the latter having taken place in a manner inconsistent with the Island’s
sustainable income formation trajectory. Six, the federally-mandated
minimum wage has created a competitive disadvantage for the Island
in its efforts to attract foreign direct investment vis-à-vis competing juris-
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dictions. Seven, the cost of utilities, particularly
electricity, has created another competitive disadvantage that, in spite of generous tax breaks
handed out by the State, continues to limit FDI
inflows and, on the contrary, has contributed to
erode the central government’s revenues. Eight,
perhaps most dire of all, it is an open question
whether those that left the Island recently will
make their way back any time soon.
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Ongoing structural economic change is at the
core of Puerto Rico’s current cycle. Unlike “V”
shaped business cycles that typically follow a
recession-trough-expansion progression, the
current cycle is transforming (most likely irreversibly) the Island’s core economic fiber due
to major economic, social and demographic
structural changes.
Puerto Rico’s institutions—both formal and
informal—have also experienced significant
decay over the last two decades. Up until 2012,
most formal government institutions continued
to enjoy favorable credit ratings in spite of the
economy’s dismal performance, significant job
losses since 2006, and the biggest migration
wave since a similar phenomenon took place
in the latter part of the 40s and early 50s. At
that time migration was dominated by mostly
unskilled workers that had been made redundant by Operation Bootstrap a decade earlier
that responded to specific policy initiatives
to stimulate out-migration.1 Interestingly, and
contrary to commonly held notions, modern
day migrants appear to have continued with
a similar trend. In fact, data from both the
decennial Census and Puerto Rico’s annual
Community Surveys from 2005 to 2012 have
brought into question the—until now widely
held belief—that the current migration wave has
led to a “brain drain”, i.e. that recent migration
could have led to a significant loss of skilled and
highly educated workers. A recent publication
by the Federal Reserve shows that 60% of net
migrants between 2006 and 2012 were at most
high school graduates with 18% of these having

had less than a complete high school education
(for further details see Abel and Dietz (2014)).
All of these negative dynamics have created
a vicious cycle of CCC. The concept, originally
introduced by Gunnar Myrdal (1944, 1957), is
based on the idea that some of the cycle’s
internal dynamics create a positive feed-back
loop that tends to reinforce negative effects
rather than dissipate them on a trajectory back
to a state of stable equilibrium, i.e. the negative
feed-back case. Furthermore, the concept was
developed as a contrasting alternative to the
(still) prevailing neoclassical understanding of
cycles as trajectories that unfold at all times
around the same equilibrium point (attractor,
steady-state). In Puerto Rico’s case, the positive feed-back nature of the current cycle has
been evident as negative/near-zero growth in
overall investment has reduced labor demand
which, in turn, has led to increased outward
migration. This has reduced the tax-based and,
in consequence, the government’s ability to issue debt, thus, further contracting the room for
counter-cyclical fiscal policies. The process has
transformed both productive and consumption
patterns across the Island.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 examines employment data in light
of structural change over the past decade.
Section 3 revisits the fundamentals of CCC
while section 4 describes Puerto Rico’s current
cycle in terms of the classical CCC framework.
Section 5 complements the description by taking a look at the nature of the emerging path
dependence process. Section 6 examines the
core hypothesis, that is, that continued CCC
dynamics is transforming core economic activity towards an emerging stable equilibrium
through an open-ended process. Section 7 provides a simple model of CCC dynamics with the
aim of developing an argument to draw public
policy conclusions regarding the current cycle,
which is done in the last section.
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Ongoing structural
economic change is
at the core of Puerto
Rico’s current cycle.

D

Puerto Rico’s labor market went through significant change over the last 15 years as the
economic landscape shifted. The share of both
manufacturing and construction employment
(which also includes mining and logging) has
declined continuously since 2001 as manufacturing production and construction activities
have declined. The former clearly reflects the
wind-down of tax incentives schemes combined with a structural realignment of world
manufacturing patters. Construction activity,
on the other hand, has been at a near stall since
the mid-2000s as the real estate bubble burst
around 2006 with the fiscal accounts becoming significantly tight around the same time. As
a result, Puerto Rico’s principal clusters in the
1990s—manufacturing and construction—have

2

slowly disappeared, losing economic linkages
with the rest of the economy, particularly in
construction, and thus losing employment
concentration (see graphs 5 and 6).
Evidence of structural change can also be found
by examining the evolution of employment
sector share. In effect, if the economy had
remained in a stable equilibrium, then the
correlation between the employment share
distribution {e_t } at time t = 0 (January 1990,
the base month) and the same distribution
at t + n for any n > 0 would have had to
remain, on average, at 1 (Metcalfe, Foster and
Ramlogan (2006)).2 However, the correlation
between the employment share distributions
clearly declined thus strongly suggesting that
structural change has taken place (see graph 7).
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It is interesting to note that the correlation
begins to decline after the derogation of Section
936, thus lending credence to the hypothesis
that the current cycle of structural adjustment
began once the federal tax incentives were
eliminated (see section 4 for further details).
Furthermore, the decline in the correlations
between sector employment distributions
became more prominent once the transition
period was over in 2005. During this period,
the structural changes in the labor market have
been consistent with the economy’s ability to

Ͳϯ͘Ϭ
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grow. In effect, the linear equation estimated
in Graph 8 is statistically significant for both
parameters:
gnpreal=〖0.99(0.31)+〖0.59(0.09)*emp

The loss of momentum in employment since
at least 2007 has been evident. Short-term
growth, defined as month-on-month growth,
outpaced long-term growth, i.e. year-on growth,
for most months leading up to the end of 2006
(see the graphs below). However, after that,
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The move away from conventional wisdom—
termed hysteresis of unemployment—was first
proposed by Blanchard and Summers in order
to explain persistently high unemployment
within the context of limited inflation, mostly
in Europe. They proposed two explanations,
one of which—the duration theory—can help in
part to explain Puerto Rico’s persistently high
Non Accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment (NAIRU) in the context of a deflationary
regime since 2007 (see Graph 13). 3 Indeed,
long-term unemployment has exercised very
little pressure on wage determination in Puerto
Rico due to two facts: rapid disenfranchisement
amongst many displaced workers (almost
always leading to a quick exit from the market)
and almost non-existing downward pressure
on nominal wages exerted by the long-term
unemployed. The federal minimum wage plays
a crucial role in this as it limits the possibility that
market-clearing nominal wages be set below
the federally mandated level. As a result, longterm displaced workers remain unattractive,
many of them opting to leave the Island rather
than work at or around minimum wage. In the
end, it is plausible that the existing institutional
arrangement has meant that the link between
Puerto Rico’s labor market and long-term
unemployment has begun to disappear, thus,
exacerbating the process.
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The labor dynamics briefly described above
suggests that short-term unemployment,
typically associated with business cycles, has
been having a permanent impact on longterm unemployment over the past few years.
If this were the case, then the situation would
represent a departure from conventional
monetary thinking i.e. that shifts in aggregate
demand—which affects short-term unemployment—associated to monetary policy or any
other source only have short-term impacts on
employment. In other words, that in the longrun, short term unemployment always returns
to the economy’s natural unemployment level
(the argument can also be made in terms of
rates of unemployment).

ƵŐͲϴϲ

й

Ϭ͘ϯϬ

the market seems to have plummeted with
significant job losses that were not channeled
to new productive activities and instead fueled
an increase in outward migration.

Graph 6

Graph 5
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Note: the monthly inflation series was smoothed by applying the HodrickPrescott Filter. PR’s NAIRU was estimated following the approach of Ball
and Mankiw(2002).
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As can be seen from the graph, price movements since 2007 have shown a clear deflationary trend that has been accompanied, so far, by

a persistently high NAIRU. In other words, over
the last 7 seven years, the NAIRU has remained
at an elevated plateau in spite of clear signs of

slowing aggregate demand; a fact that suggests
the presence of hysteresis in unemployment.

III. Circular and Cumulative Causation Revisited
The notion of CCC first put forward by Myrdal
in 1944 sought to describe the cycles of
self-reinforcing poverty and marginalization
experienced by mostly black communities in
the Southern US (Myrdal (1944)). However, it was
the 1957 publication of his book on the dynamics
of regional economic underdevelopment that
brought CCC to the forefront of the economic
development literature (see Panico and Rizza
(2009) for further details on this debate).
Since then, a vast economic development
literature has sprung to expound the dynamics
of underdevelopment across regions and
economies around the world. Most importantly,
it has become one of the principal antitheses to
the mechanical analogy of stable equilibrium
of social and economic systems supported by
neoclassical economics (Berger (2008), Panico
and Rizza (2009)).
In essence, CCC describes the dynamics
through which cycles articulate institutions and
social, as well as economic, forces in a manner
that tends to reinforce the development
and expansion of such forces. Accordingly,
the effects of the system’s self-reinforcing
causality—through positive feedback loops—

create the conditions that tend to inductively
replicate the cycle’s dynamics indefinitely. In
this sense, these self-reinforcing dynamics
create loops that feed on themselves forming
circular flows of economic activity that tend to
accumulate and replicate with unidirectional
causality, i.e. with circular cumulative causality.
Rather than countervailing forces that
compensate the development of these loops—
the negative feedback loops that underpin
stable equilibrium—CCC dynamics assert
the system’s direction and accumulation of
ongoing economic change.
The impact of positive feedback dynamics
at the agent level is crucial. Aggregate selfreinforcing dynamics tend to strengthen agent
beliefs irrespective of whether these are right
or wrong as long as they are consistent. Thus,
the ability to anticipate change is, in these cases,
typically reduced to a minimum. Misaligned
and biased agent expectations tend to not
only reinforce the positive dynamics already
in place but also to misallocate productive
resources and distort investment decisions.
Furthermore, entrenched expectations can
lead to economy-wide irrationality amongst

individual agents by distorting heuristic rules
and probabilistic assessments used to make
judgments under uncertainty, a situation
similar to those described in the rational
choice literature (for example, see Tversky and
Kahneman (2004)).
Myrdal’s original notion of self-reinforcing
economic changes depended crucially on
both economic and non-economic factors
(Panico and Rizza (2009)). Social elements
such as social cohesion, reciprocal confidence
in state institutions and between individuals,
the prevalence of the rule of law, the country’s
level of democratic culture as well as the
prevalence and access to education are just
a few of the informal social institutions that
provide the social context in which CCC unfolds.
This interpretation of the link between strictly
economic and non-economic factors thus led
Myrdal to consider economic development as
a social process rather than just an economic
one (Panico and Rizza (2009)). It also made him
one of the founding fathers of the post WWII
institutionalist school (see North (2003) for a
discussion on the link between institutions and
economic development).

IV. Backwash and Spread Effects
Two opposing processes are typically present
within CCC processes. The effects that tend to
replicate negative dynamics, e.g. employment
losses, economic contraction, outward
migration, marginalization, etc., were termed
backwash effects by Myrdal, the unfolding of
which posit the emergence of vicious social
and economic cycles (see Pluta (2010) for a
schematic representation of such dynamics).
Backwash effects therefore tend to isolate
sectors (and regions) by losing meaningful
links with the other sectors (and regions).
However, the economy is never condemned
to destruction once it moves from its original
state. At the other end, spread effects tend
to replicate positive social and economic
dynamics, e.g. financially viable investments,
attractive tax schemes, healthy consumption
levels, employment generation, etc., which, in
turn tend to compensate backwash effects.
Spread effects, in this sense, act in the opposite
direction as that of backwash effects (see Fujita
(2004) for further details on backwash and
spread effects) with agent expectations acting
as a catalyst for both backwash and spread
effects.

The cycles are thus the net result—the
synthesis—of the interaction between backwash
and spread effects which may very well give
rise at some point to destructive dynamics of
divergence, i.e. vicious cycles, or development
drives towards convergence at others, i.e.
virtuous cycles. Both effects, according to
the CCC hypothesis, create positive feedback
dynamics that operate with contradictory
directions of causality. Whence, economic
cycles, according to this view, go through
periods of distinct positive feed-back, at times
unfolding with different directions of causality,
the end result of which sustains processes of
economic divergence or convergence towards
the greater economy of which they are a part
of. Conceptually, backwash and spread effects
form a unity of contradictory forces.
Institutions and public policy play a crucial
role in fomenting or ameliorating the net
result of the backwash/spread dynamics. In
particular, regulations create an additional
level of context, above and beyond noneconomic factors, that can either inhibit or
promote the rate and direction of accumulated
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change in the economy once the original
steady-state has been lost. This process of
accumulation plays a core—instrumental—
role for the next phase of development as it
allows for the reallocation of productive forces
towards emerging competitive activities.
The specific mechanisms of reallocation
are subject, and very much depend, on the
specific regulatory framework. In this sense the
transformation of the former productive forces
into developmental potential thus depends, to
a large degree, on the prevailing institutional
arrangement and accompanying public policy.
Myrdal was also of the view that the more
developed the economy is, the more prevalent
the spread effects are, due to the effects
nowadays associated with competition. In
particular, higher wage growth and more
developed overall infrastructure tend to attract
rent-seeking individuals more than abundant
cheap labor does. As a result, economic
activities in developed economies tend to
expand naturally into new geographical and
economic markets and thus tend, naturally
and unabatedly, to neutralize backwash
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effects. The logical implication is that
underdevelopment leads to the opposite
conclusion with competitive disparities tending
to minimize spread effects (Cruz and Ferreira
(2010)). This last observation provides the
fundamental logic to support active economic
development policies as well as ongoing
institutional development efforts, including the
support and expansion of the system’s noneconomic social factors.
Puerto Rico’s regional economy (of the US)
has experienced both virtuous as well as

vicious cycles in the past. More importantly,
the fact that the Island’s economy is linked to
an economy that has remained substantially
more developed than the Island’s over the last
sixty years has allowed backwash effects to
dominate the development of its productive
forces. For example, the disparities in labor
conditions facing Puerto Ricans in the Island
vis-à-vis those prevailing in the 50 states have
led to continuous losses in human capital of
individuals, mostly born and trained in the
Island, over the last fifty years. Many of the

backwash effects were historically covered
by expenditure levels that far outweighed the
Island’s income generation capacity as well as
relatively high levels of federal transfers that
financed construction investments, particularly
in the 1990s. Although this was instrumental in
masking the backwash effects under seemingly
tolerable growth rates, the underlying dynamics
have become unescapable since 2006; that
is, once outward migration picked up pace
and the economy entered its most prolonged
period of contraction in the Island’s recorded
history.

V. Path Dependence and the Weakness of Strong Ties
As it is well known, Puerto Rico dual productive
landscape has been marked by sharp contrasts
between manufacturing activities and the rest of
the economy. Besides the obvious differences
in productivity growth, technological innovation
and the quality of employment, it is perhaps
the issue of economic linkages where the
dissimilarities are most evident.4 Manufacturing,
particularly since the enactment of Section
936 of the US Tax code in the mid-1970s,
has been largely driven by transfer-pricing
practices between parent companies—mostly
pharmaceuticals—and their locally established
subsidiaries (see Bosworth and Collins (2006)
for further details). Although federal tax
incentives had been in place long before
Section 936, it was through them that most
local manufacturing companies developed
foreign-only forward and backward linkages. As
a result, the productive landscape’s bifurcation
deepened rather than converged, leading, over
the next two decades, to the loss of almost all
linkages between domestic manufacturing
activities and the rest of the economy (see Dietz
(2006) for further details).
The historical two-fold production base, in
fact, inhibited the expansion and development
of the Island’s productive forces in spite of a
persistent and significantly uneven distribution
of sector growth. Typically, the emergence
of such growth patterns induces structural
change in the economy that creates dynamic
complementarities across sectors (Metcalfe,
Foster and Ramlogan (2006)). Under normal
circumstances, the persistence of such
unevenness in sector growth signals expected
profitability and changes in demand which, in
due time, leads to a reallocation of productive
forces as entrepreneurs search for new and
sustainable profitable enterprises. In Puerto
Rico’s case, however, the unevenness of sector
growth distribution simply reinforced the secular
divide between manufacturing—essentially
driven by non-domestic considerations—and
locally supported economic activity.
The federally mandated regulatory framework,
under which most manufacturing companies
opted to invest in Puerto Rico in the first

place, impeding the emergence of clusters as
transfer-pricing became the dominating reason
for opting to invest in the Island. In this sense
the federal regulatory framework created an
artificial competitive landscape. As a result,
Puerto Rico’s aggregate growth was largely
the result of secularly disconnected sector
growth patterns with economic activity not
being driven or determined by the Island’s own
division of labor.
More recently, two events directly impacted the
Island’s productive forces’ state of development.
The first one was the formal repeal of Section
936 in 1995 which irreversibly changed the
regulatory framework under which foreignowned manufacturing companies operated in
Puerto Rico. Although subsequent legislation
allowed companies to continue operations with
some tax-benefits (more limited in comparison
to those afforded under Section 936), most
companies faced increasing operational costs,
the end of patents, emerging competition from
generic drugs and a general drawdown on
research and production of blockbuster drugs.
The derogation included a clause that created
a ten-year adjustment period for companies
operating in the Island in 1995. However, it was
the two-week government shutdown in May
2006, an external event largely driven by local
politics, the one that triggered the current cycle
of causation and path dependence. The event
led to an increase in outward migration that, as
of end 2014, continues unabatedly.
The current phase, initially triggered by an
external event, remains highly uncertain,
having created an open-ended path dependent
processes (see Martin and Sunley (2006) for
a detailed discussion of path dependence
processes). The original notion of path
dependency, however, sees such processes as
one in which the economy locks-in to a course
that is conducive to a steady-state (see David
(1985, 1988) and Arthur (1988, 1989)). In other
words, a process that leads to equilibrium,
driven by either externalities (David) or
increasing returns to scale (Arthur). Under this
approach, economies that do get locked-in
a particular development (or technological)
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paths require an external shock to break away
from the specific trajectory. Thus, the feedback
processes tend to increase the probability of
certain equilibrium outcome by accumulating
critical masses that can trigger an event that
unlocks—decouples—the path dependence
process (Martin and Sunley (2006)).
Puerto Rico’s continuous loss of productive
factors (mostly in the form of human capital)
on the other hand, has meant that reallocation
of resources has so far been incomplete
relative to the economy’s endowment in
2006. More to the core, open-ended path
dependence processes, typically found in
the evolutionary and complexity literature,
are normally described through its internal
dynamics, particularly its behavior away from
the mean (Martin and Sunley (2006)). Local
entrepreneurs will continue to act upon new,
individual and subjective, forms of knowledge
acquired in their attempt to anticipate unfolding
structural changes, ultimately fueled by the
ongoing loss of human resources. Rational
expectations based on the state of events at
t – 1, will remain impossible to form as long as
the core context of economic activity continues
to be transformed. In this sense, the current
path dependence process is certainly not one
where a large sample distribution of possible
outcomes is knowable ex-ante, as is the case
with general equilibrium.
The current economic process in Puerto Rico,
instead, is being characterised by individual
entrepreneurial (and very creative) searches
for new and viable business models that are
slowly transferring resources to areas where
opportunity costs are lower, i.e. sectors in
which the economy operates with natural
comparative advantages. This search is
taking place in a context of continuous loss of
momentum within the economy’s productive
forces (see Section 2), thus making it impossible
to conjecture the nature of the yet-to-be
discovered future steady-states.
The federal and local institutional context,
particularly the policy framework, created a
contradictory effect, antagonistic to a certain
point, on the development and expansion
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of the productive forces. Whilst federal taxincentives successfully created high-paying
jobs throughout the Island and allowed for
technology lock-ins in manufacturing, the
same legislation promoted what in effect were
high-technology maquiladora operations on
the ground. Local manufacturing companies
imported their inputs and exported almost the
totality of their output, in the process creating
(high-paying) jobs throughout the Island. The
very nature of the federal tax-incentives was
at heart in this result as these were always
conceived as job-creating schemes only. The
political economy outcome was that little or
no incentives were created for spill-overs to
emerge. The end result was a policy context
that, by and large, constrained the expansion
of the local economy’s forces of production.
The open-ended nature of the current cycle,
nonetheless, is reversing the previous manufacturing technological lock-in and, on the way,
slowly creating an enabling path-dependence
process. Moreover, the impossibility of anticipating the nature of yet-to-emerge core economic
activities implies that the course in place is also
one of path creation. The economy’s structural
transformation since 2006 has so far been
driven by changing preferences within a shrinking resident population and the entrepreneurial
search for innovative profitable business models. To a large degree, the possibility of settling
on a new steady state has largely decreased
as economic activity will now, more than ever
before in Puerto Rico, be driven a constant
stream of new and innovative domestically
generated knowledge (see Metcalfe, Foster and

Ramlogan (2006)) for a detailed description on
non-equilibrium growth dynamics).
The emergence of core economic activities
in Puerto Rico will also be conditioned on
the timespan that economic agents require
to evolve out of the past constraining path
dependence (induced by the manufacturing
technological lock-in) towards competitive—sustainable—economic activities. In this sense, the
distinguishing characteristic in the transformation of the old path dependence process into
the new one is the dissolution of an economic
policy context-dependent process—largely
externally imposed on Puerto Rico—into an
open-ended endogenously driven evolutionary
dynamics. In the process, the local economy will
have drifted from an institutional policy context
mainly concerned with job creation, towards
one driven by bottoms-up entrepreneurial
market search. To put it differently, the need to
adapt to an open ended process will drive the
expansion in economically-relevant knowledge
at the agent level in a way that will reinforce the
breakaway from the previous path-dependent
lock-in process created around the two-fold
economy. This growth in knowledge will reinforce existing market dynamics creating positive feedback loops, i.e. Myrdal’s spread effects.
A second interpretation on the transformation
of Puerto Rico’s path dependence process,
from a lock-in one into an open-ended one,
can be made in terms of a break-down of
reactive chains. According to this view, path
dependence consists of a series of temporarily
and causally ordered events that set in motion

institutional patterns and event chains with
deterministic characteristics (this interpretation is commonly found amongst sociologist,
see Mahoney (2000) and Mahoney and
Schunsel (2006)). In Puerto Rico’s case, the
successive job-creation plans implemented
by the Federal Government since the 1930s,
most of them based on tax-based incentives to
promote foreign direct investment, cemented
lock-in trajectories of technology transfer and
economic development completely contingent
on exogenous institutional policy frameworks
(see Dietz (1986), Bosworth and Collins (2006)
and Perloff (1950) for further details). The derogation of Section 936 in 1995 and the 2006
government shutdown decoupled the historical
chain events, setting in motion the open-ended
process that is being witnessed at the moment.
Finally, the interpretation of Puerto Rico’s economic development trajectory prior to 1995
as one of manufacturing lock-in path dependence, in the sense of David and Arthur, lends
credence to the idea that the Island became
over-reliant on a particularly self-reinforcing
dynamics. The effects of such technological
path, which allowed the economy to have
access to modern industrial technology at all
times, at the same time
also made the Island’s economy structurally
and technologically rigid, thus restricting its
overall ability to innovate and adapt to new
competitive forces. This is the well-known weakness of strong-ties argument.5 The effects such
historically created rigidities have been made
increasingly evident since 2006.

VI. The Transformation of Economic Activity
The conceptual framework based on CCC can
also be used to describe the transformation
of Puerto Rico’s core economic activities into
an emerging set of activities ensuing from the
ongoing structural transformations. Indeed,
structural economic change that includes
emergent market-level coordination, agentbased innovation drives and a reallocation
of resources does not exist within the stable
equilibrium/steady-state paradigm. In this
sense, CCC dynamics provides a theoretical
basis to bridge the gaps left unexplained by
neoclassical economics regarding the simple
question of how the economy’s existing set of
core activities are transformed into a cohesive
and resilient set of sustainable production
patterns.

Economic destruction, in this case, can
be directly interpreted in the context of
Schumpeter’s creative destruction: rent-seeking
entrepreneurs will continue to test different
combinations of capital and labour in emerging
sectors until they settle on business models
that support sustainable income generation
paths. The search, Schumpeter argued, leads
to a general reallocation of resources away
from declining sectors, i.e. those were rents
(or surplus value) have begun to decline,
towards those where monopolistic rents are
most readily available. The process ultimately
destroys the economy’s original market-level
organization in favor of an emerging profit
landscape supported by a new allocation of
sector-level capital and labor (Metcalfe (1998)).

At the moment, Puerto Rico’s current cycle
continues to be dominated by self-reinforcing
negative dynamics. Moreover, the emergence
of dominating backwash effects (over spread
effects) can be thought to continue as long as
the accumulation of forces has not reached
a specific threshold of economic destruction.

Schumpeter’s description of business cycle
dynamics through creative destruction
assumes, though, that the process takes place
in an essentially closed economy. As a result,
innovative activities respond to endogenous
factors—declining profits in some of its existing
sectors—that create the need in entrepreneurs
6

to undertake risk-taking initiatives. Puerto
Rico’s case, however, can only partly be
described as one of creative destruction
as much of the innovation that takes place
through new business models has traditionally
been “imported” and has thus responded to
exogenous factors. Puerto Rican entrepreneurs
will undoubtedly continue to take initiatives in
anticipation of changes in aggregate demand
and preferences but this type of innovation
is only partly the result of declining profits in
existing local sectors. Nonetheless, creative and
innovative initiatives that mobilize economic
resources throughout the Island does take
place even whether the decisions are motivated
domestically or not. More importantly, the
process’ inherent destruction of the existing
market organization is still self-reinforcing.
Although Myrdal’s original intention, and
that of those that followed his work, was to
describe regional developmental disparities,
it remains true that when conceptualized as
a whole, each one of the economy’s sectors
can be thought of as value-adding subsets
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of a greater aggregate economy. This is the
same relationship, at least conceptually, as
that described by a larger economy and its
constituting regional economies. In Myrdal’s
case, regional underdevelopment results from
the perpetuation of backwash effects that,
and this is a perhaps his most fundamental
conclusion, can be reversed through active
public policy and institutional development.
In the single economy case—Puerto Rico’s—the
role of public policy is slightly different as, in
general, it does not matter much which sectors
do in fact emerge in detriment of other sectors.
The end result, in this case, is that some of
the Island’s sectors will decline permanently,
in a matter analogous to Myrdal’s regional
underdeveloped economies, whilst some
others will emerge, Myrdal’s core economic
center. Public policy in this case becomes an
instrument of facilitation of change within
the local economy rather than one aimed at
seeking compensation for existing inequalities
or job creation only.
Thus, it would be reasonable to state the
main hypothesis in the paper; that is, that the
dynamics of CCC have been transforming
Puerto Rico’s original core productive activities
into a set of new emerging activities through
an open-ended path dependent process
that will remain in place for some time. The
transformation can be assumed to have
begun with the derogation of Section 936 in
1995 and more acutely once the grandfather
clause expired in 2005. Since then, selfreinforcing negative dynamics have not ceased
to destroyed the Island’s (until then) existing
market-level coordination through positive
feedback loops.
In a more general sense, however, Puerto Rico’s
current process has its roots in the historical
economic ties with the U.S. economy. In
effect, much of the Island’s political economic
relationships since the mid-1970s have been
sustained on a continual of (mostly) federallyfunded transfers into Puerto Rico. As a result,
the development of the material forces of
production has almost never been consistent
with the Island’s consumption patterns and
preferences. Interestingly, the unhindered flow
of “imported income” into the Island posited the
development of business models in the Island,
by US retailers, that provided price-competitive
goods and services for mass-consumption.
That is, business models typically catered
for low-income markets which, Puerto Rico
certainly is relative to other US regional markets.
The destruction and transformation of the
productive landscape since 2005 has thus
severed many of the links with the US economy
in a manner proportional to the ongoing
outward migration pattern. This explains, to
a large degree, what the data is showing (see
sections 1 and 2). Two key questions remain
to be answered: (i) will the process continue
indefinitely, reverse itself or peter out?, (ii)

In a more general sense, however,
Puerto Rico’s current process has
its roots in the historical economic
ties with the U.S. economy. In
effect, much of the Island’s political
economic relationships since the
mid-1970s have been sustained on a
continual of (mostly) federally-funded
transfers into Puerto Rico.
what actually takes place at the threshold of
destruction that separates backwash from
spread effects?
If one assumes that the destruction process
does indeed continue indefinitely then the
answer quite simply would be that the whole
economic fiber would tend to disappear.
In particular, if backwash effects were to
indefinitely dominate spread effects then
outward migration would not abate as
investment and job creation would be reduced
to the bear minimum to sustain life on the Island.
In this case, the Island’s productive base would
tend to be marginal, consumer goods would
tend to be entirely imported and economic
activity would reduce itself to services catered
to the remaining resident population only.
The provision of educational services would
be nothing more than the development of
skills suitable for future migrants. In a political
economic sense, education would be a social
investment with negative returns to the benefit
of other jurisdictions which would obtain a
skilled workforce at zero cost.
At the other extreme, a reversal of the ongoing
destruction process back to its original condition, i.e. a passage from backwash domination
to unabated spread domination, would imply a
U-turn on the very dynamics that are currently
driving the cycle. In particular, it would require a
reversal of the migration flow in order to sustain
expected future demand. It would also imply
an unequivocal reversal of causality of change
of non-economic factors; in Puerto Rico’s case
this would also have to include a reversal in
the general population’s current negative
expectations regarding the Island’s economic
development potential. If that were to be the
case, rent-seeking entrepreneurs could form
the opinion that investment in the provision
of basic services and consumer goods might
once again become profitable and thus marketlevel coordination would revert back to the
point prior to the increase in outward migration.
Most likely, however, is the prospect that the
cycle’s current phase will peter out. In this view,
rent-seeking behaviour by economic agents,
both entrepreneurs and laborers, will destroy
and transform sufficiently extensive fabrics of
Puerto Rico’s existing economic market-level
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coordination into accumulated potential in
other emerging sectors. The extent to which
economic agents mobilize capital and labor
will determine the magnitude and rate of factor
accumulation, and productive forces, in these
sectors. This process of accumulation will
reach a critical mass that will trigger innovation
and income generation dynamics to slowly
allow spread effects to revert the economy’s
backwash effects. Institutions and public policy
will play a crucial facilitating role. Loasby (2000)
reaffirms this point in reference to the role of
market institutions; to quote: “The frictional
value of institutions [in a market] helps to avoid
such destruction [due to major innovation],
though if the friction is very great it may, by
preventing timely adjustment, allow pressures
to accumulate which eventually precipitate a
landslide of competence destroying change”. In
other words, public policy will have to anticipate
emerging sectors and facilitate the easing of
capital and labor flows into the arrangements
of core economic activity. Otherwise, as Loasby
suggests, the absence of enabling measures
may indeed create a landslide, an avalanche,
of market destroying change.
The reconstruction of cohesion will follow suit.
In effect, any state of economic cohesion may
be described as a situation in which the flow of
productive forces is unhindered throughout the
economy. In such a case, displacements from
the existing capital and labor allocation are
immediately compensated by freely flowing
productive activities and investments required
to match consumption efforts, whether of final
or intermediate goods. The fundamentally
distinctive characteristic is that the material
forces of production can continue to unfold its
potential supported by specific and concrete
expressions of market-level coordination and
conventions that posit the free flow of capital
and labor throughout the economy’s sectors.
The emergence of such resilience is thus
unavoidable. Once backwash effects begin to
be compensated, through market reorganizing
avalanches of change, the economy tends to
settle on a path that enables the economy’s
remaining productive potential to flow to more
profitable activities.
To this end, the entrepreneurs and laborers’
rent-seeking behavior exert pressures on
existing market institutions and conventions
that form the basis of emergent and novel
forms of market organization. As the spread
effects consolidate the positive feedback,
self-reinforcing dynamics will reduce frictions
to a minimum in order to facilitate the transit
from declining sectors to those where the
expectations of profit are most evident. The
end result is the emergence of a new core of
internally consistent, linked and commercially
viable economic activities. The following section
describes a simple model based on the CCC
dynamics just described and applies these
ideas to describe Puerto Rico’s ongoing cycle.
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VII. A Simple Model of CCC for Puerto Rico’s Economy6
The dynamics of capital and labor accumulation
associated to positive feedback loops can be
described through simple system of differential
equations. If one assumes, for descriptive
purposes only, that factors of production can
be measured homogenously and exhibit
conformity conditions then backwash and
spread effects can be described as the net
result of outward/inward flows into factor
markets.7 Assume, for simplicity’s sake, that the
economy has one declining sector, S1, and an
emerging one, S2, both of which utilize capital
(K) and labor (L). The backwash/spread effect
dynamics are thus:

At any point during the trajectory flow, the
magnitude of the factor losses/gains will thus be
determine by the magnitude of gains (gL,K) and
losses (lL,K) weighted by the marginal change in
ௗ
ௗ
losses/gains, i.e. ቂ ௗ௧ಽቃ ǡ ቂ ௗ௧ಽቃ (see graph 14). Note
that the resulting process can then be defined
as a situation where factors can freely float
from S1 and S2. In other words, cohesion has
been achieved when factor losses in capital
and labor in S1 are immediately transformed
into factor gains in S2, i.e.
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profitable activities. The discovery of such
The factor reallocation of, say labor, can thus activities, furthermore, paves the way for new
be depicted by the following composition of business models of profitable and sustainable
functions:
activities that can, in due time, begin to absorb
some of the factors originally lost from S1. This
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in labor demand in S2 attracts the job-seeking
߮ ሺܮǡ ݐҧሻ ൌ ݃ ሺ݈ ሺܮሻሻ More importantly,
the emergence
The reallocation of capital—K—from S1 to S2, unemployed.

LRQRIFDSLWDO².²IURP6
of spread effects only compensates the initial
WR6
WKURXJKɔ
 IROORZVWKHVDPHGHVFULSWLRQ
throughφ�K, follows
the
same description.
7KHUHDOORFDWLRQRIFDSLWDO².²IURP6WR6WKURXJKɔ
destruction
due to backwash effects. The new
 IROORZVWKHVDPHGHVFULSWLRQ
Backwash and spread effects can then be steady state will be reached once the net factor
separated into either labor (capital) based flow from S to S equals one. If we rearrange the
2
backwash/effects. To follow in line with Myrdal’s composite 1functions
� L and � K so that gains
holistic approach, we can define backwash of labor (capital) in S are
written as a function
2
effects take place at all points in time when lk > gk of losses of labor (capital) in S we can then
1
or ll > gl with spread effects occurring when the graph the trajectories of factor flow
towards a
opposite takes place. In other words, backwash new economic order in terms of backwash and
effects dominate CCC if either labor or capital spread effects:
losses in S1 are greater than the corresponding
Graph 14
labor or capital gains in the emerging sector,
dŝŵĞdƌĂũĞĐƚŽƌǇŽĨ>ŽƐƐͬ'ĂŝŶ&ĂĐƚŽƌ&ůŽǁƐ
i.e. S2. In such a case, the economy is in a state
Ő сů
ŐĂŝŶ
where factors are being only partially absorbed
;EĞǁKƌĚĞƌͿ
Ő хů
in the emerging sector (this is Puerto Rico’s case
;^ƉƌĞĂĚĞĨĨĞĐƚƐͿ
at the moment). The positive feedback nature
Ő
of the process would be naturally reinforced by
Ő сĨ;ů Ϳ
continued depressed expectations.
N

O

N

O

>͕<

>͕<

>͕<

>͕<

>͕<

Ğ

>͕<

>͕<

Moreover, assuming that the loss/gain functions
are differentiable, then the factor trajectory from
S1 to S2 can be described by the derivate of �:

݀߮
݂݀
݀݃
ൌ ݃ ݂ᇱ  ݃ᇱ ݂ ൌ ݃  ൨  
൨݂ 
݀ݐ
݀ݐ
݀ ݐ

݀߮
݂݀
݀݃
ᇱ
ᇱ
ൌ ݃ ݂  ݃ ݂ ൌ ݃ 
൨
൨݂ 
݀ݐ
݀ݐ
݀ ݐ

labour (L)—around the 45 degree line (which
depicts economic activity consistent with each
factor market, i.e. the situation in which factors
losses are immediately translated into factor
gains) as S1 declines whilst S2 emerges. Note
that in both cases, the loss/gain functions will
follow a trajectory that closely resembles a
polynomial of third degree around a time trend.
Indeed, backwash effects tend to dominate
the initial stages of any process of reallocation
of resources as employment losses and
agent-based expectations tend to reinforce
positive feedback dynamics. As the economy
begins to create employment in other sectors,
S2 in our case, agents’ expectations can be
expected to shift and, in due time, create the
impression that economic activity will continue
to remain resilient regardless of any pressure.
At that point, spread effects will unfold as the
process of reallocation of resources continues
to compensate the initial losses, essentially
following a general tâtonnement process.
In time, as less and less is required to be
compensated, the reallocation of factors will
steadily converge to a new order within both
factor markets, thus leading to an emerging
market organization throughout the economy.
The dynamics within factor markets can be
examined making use of the gain/loss factor
functions mentioned previously as these will
determine the rate of factor accumulation in the
market. In effect, if we assume that the factor
functions are continuously differentiable then
the transition of productive forces from S1 to
S2 based on backwash/spread effects can be
described by the following system of differential
equations:
݀ܭ
ൌ ݂ ሺݐሻ
݀ݐ

■
݀ܮ
ൌ ݂ ሺݐሻ
݀ݐ

In other words, the accumulation of productive
forces within each factor market is determined
by the net flow of entry/exit into each factor
market at each point in time, which, we
have argued, is non-linear in nature. More
importantly, the solution to each one of the
differential equations, which obviously always
depends on the specific loss/gain functions, will
typically have a time-trajectory solution that
looks something like this:
Graph 15

Ő>͕< фů>͕<

;ĂĐŬǁĂƐŚ
ĞĨĨĞĐƚƐͿ

ůĞ

ůŽƐƐ>͕<

The loss/gain functions, gL = f(lL) and gK = f(lK),
are the key to the process of reallocation of
resources and the ensuing emergence of a
novel economic order. Both functions trace
out the flow of resources—capital (K) and
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The concentrations of both available capital and
labor, i.e. unused factors of production, will rise
as productive forces exit S1 and then reach a
plateau, theoretically, at the maximum point of
factor availability. The dynamics of CCC will thus
drive economic destruction to a point where

݀ܭ
ൌͲ
݀ݐ

݀ܮ
ൌͲ
݀ݐ

■

This is the point where further accumulation
of unused forces of production ceases. By
construction, this will take place at a point
where

݈ ൌ ݃  Ͳ
݈ ൌ ݃  Ͳ

That is, when S1’s capital/labor loss directly
becomes S 2’s capital/labor gain, i.e. when
a new economic order has been reached.
This point also coincides with the maximum
potential of existing productive forces, in this
case, accumulated within factor markets. This
general framework assumes, of course, that the
economy was neither destroyed through the
dynamics of CCC (the case of infinitely recursive
domination of backwash effects) nor that the
economy returned to its previous state.

will not, at any point, become the exact labor
gains in S2. In this case we will have

݈  ݃ IRUDOOWLPHSHULRGV

due to former employees leaving the Island’s
labor force altogether as well as operations that
are (highly) unlikely to return. In this situation,
backwash effects will continue to dominate the
cycle’s dynamics impeding the attainment of
steady state conditions within the labor market.
As a result, the labor accumulation trajectory
will be suboptimal vis-à-vis the economy’s initial
arrangement. The Island’s emergent factor
market order will be characterized by:

݃ ൌ ߚ݂ ߚ ൏ ͳ

The case for capital is analogous. The labor
market, however, will concentrate most of the
productive forces lost due to the backwash
effects of the current cycle. In particular, the
trajectory of labor accumulation will also be
suboptimal:

Part of the challenges that public policy in
Puerto Rico faces include the impossibility of
determining, with any degree of likelihood,
whether at some point
݈ ՜ ݃ 

That is, whether the current migration flows
can be reversed to be syphoned into emerging
sectors. As it stands, emigration limits the
natural expansion potential of Puerto Rico’s
productive forces and the economy’s ability to
settle around a new economic order. It is worth
noting that, in this case, the new arrangement
will emergence faster than would otherwise
had been the case if the Island’s resource
markets had not been depleted. Indeed, thinner
factor markets means the economy has less to
reallocate and thus it should take less time to
do so until new economic activity consolidates.
Three possible economic development
scenarios may emerge in this context:
1.

The economy transitions into a new order
in which the Island’s accumulated capital
stock remains (basically) unchanged. In this
case, economic activity would also, at some
point, become highly capital intensive visà-vis the previous steady-state.

2.

The overall level of production in the
Island contracts permanently as it adjusts
to a permanently lower population floor.
In this case, Puerto Rico’s capital stock
would contract proportionally to the
employment/population loss.

3.

The Island’s productive landscape emerges
through a combined and uneven mixture
of sectors, some of which adjusted their
production level down based on similar
average capital/labor ratios (i.e. basically
business use similar business models
producing at lower levels). Other sectors
will have become more capital intensive,
thus experiencing sustained increases
in productivity growth, in markets that
experience more intense competition.
Even in those cases where competition
remains limited, higher capital intensity
implies that market prices will be more
consistent with those that would prevail
under perfectly competitive markets.

Graph 17
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Putting together the flow diagram with
permanent factor losses with the factor
accumulation graph will make Puerto Rico’s
case look like this:

ŐĞ
Ő>͕< сĨ;ů>͕<Ϳ
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Public policy should thus be aimed at facilitating
the transition to those new—emergent—sectors
where novel business models are being
tried out. It is there—where the remnants of
the previous economic landscape lie—that
productive forces will find the seeds of future
economic development in the Island’s new
productive base. The next section examines
some concrete proposals to accelerate this
process.
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What has happened in Puerto Rico’s case?
The ongoing prevalence of backwash effects,
including the pervasiveness of outward
migration, has already partially depleted
Puerto Rico’s labour market as well as closed
or reduced a significant number of operations
Island-wide. In terms of our model, this means,
in particular, that labor losses experienced in S1
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VIII. Some Final Public Policy Considerations
The arguments examined previously provide
an ample framework to construct strategic
economic development goals as well as specific
policies consistent with these objectives.
For example, the ongoing loss in resident
population and the labor force reduction has
created a transition (to a new economic order)
that continues to be dominated by backwash
effects emanating from the labor market. The
labor reduction will increase the economy’s
overall K/L ratio (relative to the beginning of
the cycle) creating excess capacity of capital.
In consequence, Puerto Rico’s emerging
economic activity will draw from an unbalanced
mix of factor availability which should lead
to combined and uneven productive base.
Some sectors will operate at a reduced level
of production (relative to the beginning of
the cycle) while others experience sustained
increases in productivity growth.
If one assumes this scenario, then a public
policy framework can be established by
defining the development of the economy’s
emerging sectors (S2 in the model) as a national/
long-term/state-level strategic economic
development goal. These sectors should be
unequivocally defined in terms of activities,
not in terms of business models or company
size. This will focus policy on production rather
than the appropriate combination of factors
or entrepreneurial preparedness. Rather
than promoting entrepreneurs or types of
companies, policy should remain focused on
sector development, letting market forces
determine what the successful business
models are. In this case, these emerging
sectors will clearly have to reflect Puerto Rico’s
comparative and competitive regional and
global advantages.

Public policy should avoid seeking a quick
win. Specifically, to create a policy framework
that facilitates the acquisition by foreigners of
devalued-assets on the Island is to set-up a
double-edged sword. It surely addresses private
sector concerns regarding the quality of their
portfolio and, in that sense, goes a long way
to cleanse their investment outlook. On the
other hand, it undermines the tax-base without
ensuring that foreign investment is channeled
towards sustainable economic activity. Act 22
of 2012 is a good example of this. Attracting
foreign investment is a much needed objective
but policy should also provide incentives for
returns to be rechanneled towards the local
economy’s capital stock.
Policy makers should also abandon the idea
that Puerto Rico, in its current form and
including its existing tax structure, represents
an advantageous investment destination vis-àvis the 50 states. The elimination of preferential
tax treatment by the federal government
and the federally mandated minimum wage
leveled the playing field some time ago. What
Puerto Rico can truly offer, that other non-US
jurisdictions cannot, is access to the US, a
bicultural business environment and access to
US capital markets. In this sense, the authorities
should spend some amount of resources to
determine the activities that can benefit from
this differentiated plateau. Without establishing
this basic fact first, backwash effects are likely
to continue.
Public policy should thus be aimed at facilitating
the transition from those declining sectors to
emerging ones in a way that minimizes the
exit from the labor force, i.e. in a way that ݈ ՜ ݃.
If that is achieved, the economy will tend to

converge towards a market-level organization
throughout the economy that will allow the
unrestricted flow of factors of production, i.e.
its new cohesive order. To achieve this, the
public policy should provide extensive training
programs for the unemployed that can facilitate
the transition towards emerging activities.
This initiative should not rely on creating new
entrepreneurs (basically micro-entrepreneurs).
Rather, the programs should seek to create new
and flexible specialized transferable skills that
may be adapted to the requirements of the new
activities. In this sense, public policy will need to
determine private sector labor needs in order
to determine the necessary curricular and
occupational adjustments needed in positions
to be filled in emerging sectors. Publicly
supported efforts in education will continue to
dominate economic development in the Island.
Finally, all specific public policy measures should
be consistent with the objective of accumulating
and expanding self-reinforcing economic
activities that can overturn the existing
negative expectations surrounding existing
investment prospects. The implementation of
such measures will support the development of
the economy’s productive forces in a way that
can, in due time, accumulate enough potential
to revert the existing backwash effects. A great
deal of the passage from backwash to spread
effects will indeed depend on this as will the
emergence of positive spill-over effects to other
non-economic factors such as people’s attitude
to migration. Once that is achieved, the rest
will unfold through the same logic of circular
cumulative causation, this time articulated in a
virtuous cycle of development.

Notes:
1.

2.

Operation Bootstrap, known as Manos a la
Obra in Spanish, is the name given to the set of
policies enacted since the early 1940s with the
intention of industrializing production processes
in Puerto Rico. Albeit some initial setbacks, the
initiative was by and large successful, thus,
transforming Puerto Rico’s then mostly agrarian
economy into a modern industrialized one.
Further details can be found in H. Perloff (1950)
and J. Dietz (1986).
The exercise was carried out with data published
by the BLS. In this case, the employment share
distribution covered the following sectors:
mining/logging/construction, manufacturing,
trade/transportation/utilities, retail trade,
information, financial services, professional
and business services, educational and health
services, leisure and hospitality and government
(federal, state and municipal).

3.

4.

Briefly, the insider-outsider theory of wage
bargaining contends that once an external
shock takes places, non-displaced workers
exert bigger influence on wage setting than do
displaced ones, therefore not allowing wages
to decline enough for the market to clear. The
duration theory, on the other hand, states that,
in the long-run, displaced workers lose their
attractiveness for employers and thus these
exert very little influence on wages which,
in turn, dissipates the link between the labor
market and unemployment. See Blanchard and
Summers (1986) for further details.
According to the BLS, manufacturing employment peaked at an estimated 161,400 in early
1990 representing, at the time, 19% of the Island’s
total non-farm employment.
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5.

In social and computer science, the weakness
of string ties phenomenon has been widely
studied as an inherent feature of social and,
more generally, system networks. See Karsai,
Perra and Vespignani (2014) for an application of
such analysis to the problem of rumor spreading in both synthetic and real-work networks
with heterogeneous agents.

6.

An extended version of this model has been
submitted for publication.

7.

Conformity conditions in this case means that
the flow of capital and labor is continuous up
to the second derivative. These requirements
may be relaxed depending on the specificities
of factor flow dynamics.
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